1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

As described in the opening paper in this Special Issue, the Adolescent Brain and Cognitive Development (ABCD) Study is a large and unprecedented study of youth that will inform our understanding of the environmental, genetic, neurobiological, and behavioral factors that promote health and which put youth at risk for both physical and mental health problems. As described in the opening paper, this study is designed to run for at least 10 years, following youth recruited at age 9 and 10 into late adolescence/early adulthood. The ABCD study will collect a wide variety of data on each youth, as described in the other papers in this issue, including imaging data, biomarkers (e.g., hormones, DNA), cognitive function, substance use and abuse, and measures of the youth's family and environment. Importantly, the ABCD study incorporates a broad range of measures assessing predictors and outcomes related to both mental health and physical health in children and later in adolescence and young adulthood. The workgroup on mental and physical health assessment strove to develop a battery that would address a range of domains within the time constraints imposed by the need to capture the many different types of data described in the other articles included in this Special Issue. Here we review the major considerations that went into deciding what domains to cover in the mental and physical health battery and the process of selecting measures, as well as the piloting and refining of the originally proposed battery. We provide a description of the final baseline battery, the 6-month interim assessments and the one-year follow-up battery. Given that the data being collected as part of the ABCD study will be widely accessible to the scientific community, we hope that this description will be of use to the field by making clear what measures are available for assessing mental and physical health in the study participants, so that such measures can be related to the other assessments of brain structure and function, biomarkers, cognition, environment, and substance use in the same youth. Further, we hope that this information will be informative for researchers who are deciding which measures of similar constructs to include in their own studies.

2. Considerations shaping the choice of the baseline instruments {#sec0010}
================================================================

A number of different considerations went into both the choice of domains and the selection of measures for the baseline mental and physical health battery. In terms of domains, a first major consideration was to cover the domains explicitly requested by the Request for Applications (<https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-DA-15-014.html>), which asked for assessment of a broad range of mental health and physical health related constructs, both as starting point evaluations that establish a baseline from which to assess changes, and as indicators of change or outcome. The choice of constructs to be assessed was also influenced by extant data in the literature as to the constructs that would be important for understanding both healthy brain development and risk for substance use and risk behavior. Another set of considerations related to the developmental stage of the sample. Assessments designed to collect data from parents about their children needed to be appropriate for reports about 9- and 10-year-old children. Assessments designed to collect data from the youth needed to be appropriate for use with 9- and 10-year old children. As such, for youth, the reading level needed to be age-appropriate and the concepts assessed needed to be ones that children would be able to understand. At the same time, we also needed measures that would "stand the test of time" in a longitudinal study. Thus, they needed either to be measures that could feasibly be used through early adulthood, or measures that had parallel versions that were appropriate for older ages. Further, the battery needed to focus on measures where the responses would not become invalid as measures of the constructs of interest due to repeated assessments or practice effects. In this way ABCD will be able to validly map stability and change for relevant phenotypes of interest across child, adolescent, and young adult development (i.e., homotypic continuity) as well as chart the progression of different phenotypes that are nonetheless related over the course of development (heterotypic continuity) ([@bib0310], [@bib0545]).

A further consideration was that the assessments needed to be feasible and reliable for use in this large sample with multiple sites and many assessors. Thus, the selected measures needed to comprise a short and standardized assessment amenable for use in a computerized battery that would permit either easy administration by a research assistant or self-administration by the youth or parent. Another important consideration was the availability of strong psychometric evidence for scale reliability and validity. Where possible, we chose measures that were also being used in other large-scale studies, so as to support the possibility of harmonization across studies and/or independent replication. A corollary of this last consideration was that where possible, we chose measures that had been recommended as common data elements by the PhenX initiative ([@bib0610], [@bib0230], [@bib0440], [@bib0450]) or other NIH assessment initiatives ([@bib0085], [@bib0030]). All prospective studies run the risk of selecting measures and methods that are state-of-the-art when launched, but in hindsight look anachronistic ..."the danger that 20 years later one is stuck with what could prove to be dated and trivial data" ([@bib0465]) In ABCD, we believe that the range of constructs assessed, attention to developmental factors, use of multiple informants, use of both dimensional and categorical measures, and attention to psychometric properties mitigate this type of threat inherent to long-term prospective studies.

3. Workgroup and development process {#sec0015}
====================================

The composition of the ABCD Mental and Physical Health workgroup is shown in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} and consists of members from many of the participating sites, as well as scientific and program officers from ABCD Federal Collaborators. We met by teleconference weekly during the development of the battery and met as needed to evaluate the pilot data and refine the initial battery. We continue to meet to review the accumulating data, and to plan for follow-up batteries. This committee nominated and selected measures to assess the constructs of interest based on reviewing the literature, documented scale reliability and validity, and consulted with other experts about their experiences in recent or ongoing studies. In addition, before piloting, we sent the proposed battery to a number of experts in the field who were not involved in ABCD for feedback about the proposed measures and constructs, and made additional modifications based on this input. The initial baseline battery proposed by the group is shown in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}, This battery was evaluated by the ABCD external advisory committee and then piloted across sites in children and their parents. Piloting indicated that the combined battery was longer than we believed was feasible for the planned study, especially the protocol to be administered to the children. Consequently, we shortened the mental and physical health battery, particularly the components for the children. In doing so, we focused on eliminating measures of constructs that we thought could validly be assessed by parent report at this age or where there was redundancy across measures or across items within a measure. When this shortening involved modification of an existing measure, we describe the changes below in the description of the particular measures.Table 1Members of the ABCD Physical and Mental Health Assessment Workgroup.Table 1NameRoleInstitutionDeanna M. BarchChairWashington University in St. LouisKenneth SherCo-ChairUniversity of Missouri at ColumbiaMathew AlbaughMemberUniversity of VermontNelly Alia-KleinMemberMount Sinai School of MedicineRuben AlvarezMemberNational Institute of Child Health and Human DevelopmentShelli AvenevoliMemberNational Institute of Mental HealthDara Blachman-DemnerMemberOffice of Behavioral and Social Sciences ResearchLinda ChangMemberUniversity of Maryland BaltimoreDuncan ClarkMemberUniversity of Pittsburgh Medical SchoolIan ColrainMemberStanford Research InstituteMeyer GlantzMemberNational Institute on Drug AbuseRebekah S. HuberMemberUniversity of UtahJames J. HudziakMemberUniversity of VermontMargie Hernandez MejiaMemberUniversity of California at San DiegoCarrie MulfordMemberUnited States Department of JusticeYunsoo ParkMemberUnited States Department of JusticeMartin PaulusMemberLaureate InstituteAlexandra PotterMemberUniversity of VermontDevin ProutyMemberStanford Research InstituteSusan TapertMemberUniversity of California at San DiegoDeborah Yurgelun-ToddMemberUniversity of UtahRobert ZuckerMemberUniversity of MichiganTable 2Demographics. Socioeconomic Status, and Additional Questions About School and Friendships.Table 2ConstructMeasureCitations**Parent about Youth/Self/Family**Parent/Guardian Age, Birth Sex, Gender Identity, Race, and EthnicityPhenX[@bib0610]Child Age, Birth Sex, Gender Identity, Race, and EthnicityPhenX[@bib0610]Country of Origin for Grandparents, Parent/Guardian and ChildPhenX[@bib0610]Child Religious PreferencePhenX[@bib0610]Parent/Guardian Education, Occupation and Current IncomePhenX[@bib0610]Family IncomePhenX[@bib0610]Household CompositionHousehold Roster Questionnaire from the General Social Survey, also in Phenx[@bib0575]Economic InsecurityBest Practices in Conceptualizing and Measuring Social Class in Psychological Research[@bib0130]School performance, repeating a grade, detention/suspensions and a drop in grades, special servicesIntroduction to Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorder and Schizophrenia([@bib0375])Bullying and youth friendshipsIntroduction to Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorder and Schizophrenia[@bib0375]  **Youth about Self**Child Sexual Orientation and Gender IdentityIntroduction to Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorder and Schizophrenia[@bib0375]Repeating a grade, detention/suspensions and a drop in gradesIntroduction to Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorder and Schizophrenia[@bib0375]Friendships\# of same and different gender friendsNATable 3Baseline Physical Health Battery.Table 3ConstructMeasure∼TimeCitations**Parent about Youth**Developmental HistoryDevelopmental History Questionnaire15 min[@bib0350], [@bib0355], [@bib0475]Medical History and Health Services UtilizationMagic Health Services Utilization Questionnaire10 min[@bib0660]Current MedicationsMedication Inventory from Phenx5 min[@bib0485]Brain Injury/ConcussionModified Ohio State University TBI Screen-Short Version5 min[@bib0090], [@bib0040]Sleep FunctionSleep Disturbances Scale for Children5 min[@bib0060], [@bib0595]Visual Media UsageScreen Time Questionnaire for Parent \[modified from existing questionnaires in the literature\]1 min[@bib0565]Involvement in Sports and Other ActivitySports and Activities Involvement Questionnaire \[modified from the Vermont Health Behavior Questionnaire\]10 min[@bib0275]Pubertal StatusPubertal Development Scale7 min[@bib0510]  **Youth about Self**ExerciseExercise questions from the Youth Risk Behavior Survey2 min[@bib0070]Height, Weight, BMI, Waist CircumferenceHeight, Weight, BMI, and Waist Circumference from National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (also in PhenX)5 min[@bib0065]Electronic Device Usage & Mature-rated Video Games and MoviesScreen Time Questionnaire for Child \[modified from existing questionnaires in the literature\]3 min[@bib0565], [@bib0270]Pubertal StatusPubertal Development Scale3 min[@bib0510]Table 4Baseline Mental Health Battery.Table 4ConstructMeasure∼TimeCitations**Parent about Youth/Family**Categorical Psychopathology and Suicide/HomicidallyKiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia (KSADS-5)35 min[@bib0335], [@bib0375], [@bib0370]Dimensional Psychopathology/Adaptive FunctionAchenbach Child Behavior Check List10 min[@bib0005]Mania SymptomsParent General Behavior Inventory 10 item Mania Scale5 min[@bib0730]History of Mental Health and Substance Abuse ServicesIntroduction to Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorder and SchizophreniaNA[@bib0370]  **Youth about Self**Categorical Psychopathology and SuicideKiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia (KSADS-5) \[Mood Disorders (minus sex questions), Separation Anxiety Disorder, Social Anxiety Disorder, Generalized Anxiety Disorder, Sleep Problems, Suicidality\]15 min[@bib0335], [@bib0375], [@bib0370]PsychosisPediatric Psychosis Questionnaire − Brief Version8 min[@bib0415], [@bib0420], [@bib0425]ImpulsivityModified UPPS-P for Children from PhenX3 min[@bib0740], [@bib0435]Behavioral Inhibition & ActivationChild Behavioral Inhibition & Behavioral Activation Scales from PhenX3 min[@bib0075], [@bib0500]  **Parent About Self and Family**Dimensional Psychopathology/Adaptive FunctionAchenbach Adult Self Report Questionnaire10 min([@bib0005])Family History of PsychopathologyModification of the Family History Assessment from NCANDA15 min[@bib0055]  Teacher About YouthDimensional Psychopathology/Adaptive FunctionAchenbach Brief Problem Monitor5 min[@bib0005]

4. Description of measures {#sec0020}
==========================

Below we describe the specific measures that were included in the initial pilot battery, the final battery, or both, organized by primary domain (physical health then mental health) and by reporter (parent then youth) within each domain. For each measure, we describe what it was designed to measure and why this is relevant to the study. We describe why the particular measure was chosen, and the rationale for and description of any modifications that we made to the measure. Lastly, we briefly summarize the types of information or scores that can be derived from the measure. The tables that accompany this section outline the duration of each assessment component.

4.1. Demographics, socioeconomic status, school performance, and friendships {#sec0025}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

It is critical to obtain thorough demographic information about youth and their families, given the key role that environmental factors play in shaping the health and development of children and adolescents and to accurately characterize the study sample. Thus, the battery includes an extensive demographic questionnaire composed primarily of items and questions from the PhenX toolkit, as shown in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}. This includes information about the parent/guardian participating with the youth, the parent/guardian's partner (which could be the youth's other parent), and information about the youth's grandparents (e.g., country of origin). We ask about family income and household composition using questions from the General Social Survey ([@bib0575]), in order to assess income-to-needs and overall income. The level of income relative to the number of individuals in the household may be a more sensitive assessment of socioeconomic influences ([@bib0460]) than income alone. In addition, we assess a number of other indicators of economic insecurity that have been recommended as best practice measures that provide additional information about socioeconomic influences ([@bib0130]). We assess information about friendships and bullying from both the parent's and the youth's perspectives, as friendship quantity and quality may be both an early indicator of interpersonal function and a predictor of later outcome. We ask parent and youth for information about the youth's function in school, including questions about repeating a grade, detention/suspensions, and school performance. School performance may serve either as another early indicator of challenges or as a predictor of future resilience or impairment. Lastly, we also ask the youth about their gender identity and sexual orientation ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}). In future years, at developmentally appropriate timepoints, we will ask further information about dimensional measures of gender identity that move further beyond the gender binary as well as more dimensional and/or polytomous measures of sexual orientation. We will also ask further questions about sexual identity, gender dysphoria, and gender roles and behavior at future developmentally appropriate timepoints, starting with the 1 year follow-up battery.

4.2. Physical health and related individual difference constructs {#sec0030}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

### 4.2.1. Parent report {#sec0035}

#### 4.2.1.1. Developmental history questionnaire {#sec0040}

Events and experiences that occurred either when the youth was *in utero* or throughout the course of their early development may either be indicators of early risk outcomes (delay in developmental milestones), or predictors of later outcomes (e.g., maternal substance use during pregnancy, birth trauma, etc.). Thus, the parent assessment battery includes a developmental history questionnaire that was originally developed by the Adolescent Component of the National Comorbidity Survey ([@bib0350], [@bib0355], [@bib0475]) with some additional supplemental questions on maternal use of substances during pregnancy (see [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}). This questionnaire covers maternal prenatal care, maternal substance use during pregnancy (including caffeine and tobacco), prenatal maternal health conditions (e.g., gestational diabetes), prematurity, birth complications, and developmental milestones. This assessment is completed at the baseline initial assessment only.

#### 4.2.1.2. Medical history {#sec0045}

The youth's medical history establishes a baseline of health status for study participants, allowing researchers to measure health trends throughout the course of the study. This information may also reveal potential risk or protective factors for healthy psychological and brain development. Thus, the parent assessment battery includes a medical history questionnaire about the youth. The questionnaire was derived from the MAGIC Health Services Utilization Questionnaire ([@bib0660]). At baseline, the questionnaire covers both past year and lifetime conditions, and includes both illness and injuries. As described below, we will ask the parent to update the youth's medical history at each in-person follow-up assessment.

#### 4.2.1.3. Medication inventory {#sec0050}

It is important to assess the youth's current medication regime in order to examine potential correlations between medication use throughout the course of the study and subsequent child and adolescent growth and development. Further, current medications could also have an impact on the other assessments in the battery (e.g., functional connectivity or activation) and may provide additional information about mental and physical health related issues. Thus, the parent assessment battery includes a Medication Inventory, obtained from the PhenX Toolkit October 1, 2015 Ver. 13.0([@bib0485]). In order to enhance accuracy of medication assessment, the parent is asked to bring all of the youth's prescriptions to the in-person assessment. The parent then answers three questions that ask about prescription and over-the-counter medication(s) and caffeinated drink consumptions. It also documents any medication that the youth might have used within the past two weeks of the study visit. As described below, we will ask the parent to report on the youth's current medications at each in-person follow-up assessment.

#### 4.2.1.4. Brain injury/concussion {#sec0055}

The past ten years have seen increasing concern about the potential for concussion and head injury in children, particularly incidents occurring through children's participation in both structured and unstructured sports and other forms of physical activity. Such head injuries can have a variety of consequences, including reduced school performance and increased risk for physical and mental health related problems ([@bib0095], [@bib0685], [@bib0160]). Thus, we ask the parent to report on the youth's lifetime history of concussions and other forms of head injury using the Modified Ohio State University TBI Screen − Short Version ([@bib0090], [@bib0040]). This questionnaire is designed to assess lifetime history of traumatic brain injury (TBI) in the youth. It queries parents to recall events related to the occurrence of TBI (e.g. falling on ice, being hospitalized after an injury to the head or neck). A positive response to an occurrence question is followed up with questions to determine loss of consciousness, memory loss, and other details about the event. Summary indices can be derived to assess the number, severity, timing, and effects of lifetime TBI events. At the initial baseline assessment we ask about the youth's entire life. As described below, at follow-up assessments we will ask the parent to report on any new concussion or head-related injuries that may have occurred since the youth's previous assessment. The reliability of the parent report version has not been assessed to our knowledge, but the reliability of the self-report version in adults has been moderate to high in prior studies ([@bib0090]), with test-retest ICCs ranging from 0.76 to 0.87 ([@bib0040]).

#### 4.2.1.5. Sleep function {#sec0060}

From late childhood to late adolescence, profound changes occur in sleep timing and architecture ([@bib0025]). In studying adolescent brain and cognitive development, assessments of sleep constructs can identify sleep disturbances ([@bib0060]) and measure sleep patterns and circadian preference variations that may be potential risks for subsequent substance use and psychopathology ([@bib0250]). Assessment of sleep function can also establish a baseline for later determining the influence of substance use and other exposures on subsequent sleep disruptions ([@bib0245]). While optimal methods may include objective measures such as polysomnography collected in the sleep laboratory and activity monitoring ([@bib0125]), we were limited to questionnaire assessments feasible to include in the baseline ABCD assessment.

While options for measuring sleep disturbances include questionnaires administered to children themselves, most childhood measures utilize parental proxy responses ([@bib0595], [@bib0295]). We selected the Sleep Disturbance Scale for Children (SDSC) for its validity for this age period, comprehensive screening for a variety of sleep disturbance types, and brevity. Developed and validated for school aged children and adolescents, the SDSC ([@bib0060], [@bib0165]) is a 26-item Likert-type rating scale administered to a parent. The six scales are: (1) disorders of initiating and maintaining sleep; (2) sleep breathing disorders; (3) disorders of arousal or nightmares; (4) sleep wake transition disorders; (5) disorders of excessive somnolence; and (6) sleep hyperhydrosis. It has shown reasonable test-retest reliability (*r* *=* *.71* for total score) over a period of 28--46 days ([@bib0060]).

As described below, at follow-up assessments we will ask the parent to report again on the youth's sleep function. Further, as the ABCD sample reaches adolescence, the assessment of sleep characteristics will increasingly shift to relying on the youth's assessment rather than parental report. More specifically, other sleep-related constructs that will be considered for future assessments include sleep patterns, sleep hygiene, daytime sleepiness, and circadian tendency ([@bib0295]). Circadian disturbances have been hypothesized to disrupt adolescent functioning of reward-related brain systems that may influence mood disorders and substance use involvement ([@bib0240]). A number of these may be captured by an ambulatory assessment approach in future assessment periods.

#### 4.2.1.6. Visual media use {#sec0065}

There is great interest in the relationship between a youth's use of various electronic devices for video games, as well as other "screen time" activities, and current and subsequent mental health and school performance ([@bib0385], [@bib0670], [@bib0560], [@bib0470], [@bib0490], [@bib0555]). For example, prospective longitudinal research shows that greater visual media use is indirectly related to subsequent poor school performance through links to increased sensation seeking, substance use, and problem behaviors in school. To assess this construct, we developed a brief assessment obtaining parent's report of their youth's use of visual media based on the work of Sharif, Wills and Sargent ([@bib0565]). This measure includes two questions on the overall amount of time that the youth spends using visual media, one about a typical weekday and one about a typical weekend day. At follow-up assessments, we will ask the parent to report on the youth's visual media use at each in-person session.

#### 4.2.1.7. Involvement in sports and activities {#sec0070}

Youth involvement in various types of activities, including sports, music related activities, or hobbies, may benefit their mental and physical health outcomes, serving as protective factors for later problem behavior or substance abuse ([@bib0360], [@bib0045], [@bib0455], [@bib0580], [@bib0630], [@bib0115], [@bib0290], [@bib0385], [@bib0140], [@bib0205], [@bib0675]). Thus, the parent battery includes an extensive assessment of the youth's lifetime involvement in a diverse range of activities. This baseline questionnaire for the initial assessment was modeled after the assessment developed for the Vermont Health and Behavioral Questionnaire (VHBQ) and the Dutch Health Behavioral Questionnaire (DHBQ) utilized in a number of U.S. and Dutch studies of health and wellness but expanded to include additional activities ([@bib0275]). It assesses both lifetime of history of involvement (yes/no for a variety of activities), frequency and duration of involvement during most intensive four-month period, whether the activity was part of an organized experience in school or out of school, and whether the youth has been involved in the activity during the past year. As described below, at follow-up assessments, parents will be asked to report on the youth's involvement in sports and activities since the last in-person assessment.

#### 4.2.1.8. Pubertal status {#sec0075}

The onset of puberty may be a critical time of emerging risk for a variety of mental health and substance-use-related outcomes and behaviors. Both earlier and later puberty have been associated with a range of problems ([@bib0315]). Further, there is increasing evidence that pubertal status is related in important and interesting ways to brain structure and function. As described in the paper on biomarker assessment in ABCD (this issue), we will be assessing pubertal hormones in saliva in all children. A physician assessment of Tanner stage would also provide additional converging evidence, but was deemed impractical due to cost and time considerations. We are therefore measuring parent reports of pubertal status and menstrual status using the Pubertal Development Scale ([@bib0510]). This is a brief measure used by numerous prior studies that has acceptable reliability and validity in US samples ([@bib0050], [@bib0510]. Unpublished work has reported a correlation of 0.80 between Tanner stage based on parent report and Tanner stage based on pediatrician evaluation ([@bib0480]). The inclusion of this measure will allow us to assess the converging validity of parent report and hormonal assays. As described below, we also ask youth to self-report on their pubertal status. Pubertal status evaluations will be completed at each in-person assessment.

### 4.2.2. Youth report {#sec0080}

#### 4.2.2.1. Exercise {#sec0085}

The amount of physical exercise in which a youth engages may be an important predictor of brain development and both physical and mental health ([@bib0260]). Thus, we assessed youth reported exercise using three items from the Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRB). The YRB is modified from the Youth Risk Behavior Survey, which is a standard questionnaire (89-item for High-school student, 49-items for middle school students) published by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) bi-annually ([@bib0070]). The youth will be asked to report on exercise again at each bi-annual assessment that involves neuroimaging (i.e., every two years).

#### 4.2.2.2. Anthropometrics {#sec0090}

Obesity is a major public health concern as rates of obesity have increased in children in recent years. Further, obesity related factors may be important predictors of physical and mental health. Thus, we use a set of standardized measurements used to help monitor health, obesity and growth in infancy through young adulthood ([@bib0065]). Measurements include height, weight, body mass index, and waist circumference. These anthropometric measurements have been chosen to trend growth and physical development in adolescence through young adulthood over time. CDC guidelines are being used for the measurements in children. Anthropometrics will be assessed at each in-person session (i.e., yearly).

#### 4.2.2.3. Visual media use and exposure to mature-themed media {#sec0095}

As noted above in the description of the parent reported physical health assessment battery, there is strong interest in the relationship between a youth's use of visual media, including exposure to violent or adult themed media and both current and subsequent mental health and school performance. For example, more time spent playing "risk-glorifying" video games has been found to be associated with greater rates of subsequent risky driving habits, even after controlling for a host of factors that might also predict both exposure to risk-glorifying video games and risk behavior ([@bib0270]). We developed a brief assessment of youth's reported use of visual media based on the work of Sharif, Wills and Sargent ([@bib0565]). This measure is similar to the parent report version, which includes two questions, in that it asks about visual media use on both a typical weekday and a typical weekend day. However, it is more extensive than the parent version in that it separates use time for different types of media (e.g. watching shows or movies, texting). Further, it also asks about the frequency of playing mature-rated video games and watching R-rated movies using questions derived from the work of Hull and colleagues ([@bib0270]). The youth will be asked to report visual media use and exposure to mature-themed media at each in-person assessment (i.e., every year). Preliminary analyses on the first 1167 ABCD participants indicate modest correlations between parent report of how much time the youth spends using media and the youth's own report, for both weekdays (*r* = 0.23) and weekend (*r* = 0.30). We will be able to address whether there is differential predictive utility of parent versus youth report over the course of the study as we acquire follow-up data on outcomes.

#### 4.2.2.4. Pubertal status {#sec0100}

As noted above, puberty is a time of emerging risk for both mental health and substance use related behaviors. Thus, the youth battery asks for self-reports of pubertal status using the Pubertal Development Scale ([@bib0510]). This will allow us to assess the converging validity of youth report with both parent report of Tanner staging and salivary hormonal assay data. As noted below, the youth will be asked to self-report on pubertal status at each in-person assessment (i.e., yearly). In unpublished work, youth reports of mean puberty score (ages 8--13) have correlated between 0.47 and 0.82 with pediatrician reports, with variation in these correlations depending on youth's age (higher in older children) and gender (higher in girls) ([@bib0480]). Preliminary analyses on the first 1167 ABCD participants indicate reasonable correspondence between parent and youth reported mean puberty scores for males (*r* = 0.48), but less correspondence for females (*r* = 0.19*).* As the data on pubertal hormones become available, we will be able to assess the differential relationships of parent and youth report of pubertal status to such hormone data.

4.3. Youth mental health and related individual differences constructs {#sec0105}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

As specified in the request for applications for the ABCD project, the assessment of mental health includes both categorical and dimensional approaches (see [Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}). Further, because of the age of the youth at project entry, we include both youth self-reports and parent reports about the youth.

### 4.3.1. Parent report {#sec0110}

#### 4.3.1.1. Categorical assessments {#sec0115}

The core of the categorical diagnostic assessment is the newly validated and computerized *Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia (KSADS) for DSM-5 (KSADS-5)*, developed by Dr. Joan Kaufman and Dr. Ken Kobak with NIH SBIR support ([@bib0375]). The KSADS has a long history of use as a reliable and valid measure of psychopathology in children and adolescents ([@bib0495], [@bib0080], [@bib0325], [@bib0330]). In 2013, the KSADS was updated to assess DSM-5 diagnoses, and it is this version that has been translated into a computerized assessment ([@bib0335]). Dr. Kaufman and Dr. Kobak created three computerized versions: a traditional clinician administered version, a self-administered parent version (report on youth), and a self-administered youth version (report on self) ([@bib0370]). The self-administered computerized versions work well, with high concordance between current episode diagnoses using the computer self-administered KSADS-5 and clinician-administered paper-and-pencil version of the KSADS-5, with percent agreement in diagnostic categories ranging from 88%-96%, and kappas in the good to excellent range ([@bib0375]). The use of a computerized assessment will allow easy database output and integration with the main ABCD database. The ABCD Mental and Physical Health Assessment Workgroup worked closely with the developers of the KSADS-5 to optimize the instrument for ABCD, which involved making several changes to the wording of some items, some tailoring of diagnostic algorithms (i.e., to allow past 12 month diagnoses), as well as the modularization of components to allow for more customization of each administration. Further, the KSADS-5 has also been translated into Spanish with the support of ABCD.

At baseline and likely for the next several longer bi-annual follow-ups that coincide with imaging, we have the parent complete almost all of the modules in the KSADS-5 (see [Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}), with the exception of the enuresis, encopresis and selective mutism modules for reasons of relevance to the goals of ABCD and time. Of note, traumatic experiences are assessed as part of the parent-report post-traumatic stress disorder module of the KSADS-5. See below for discussion of youth report on the KSADS-5. As described below, parent report on the KSADS-5 will be repeated at each in-person visit (i.e., yearly), but we will have the parents complete only the modules covering externalizing, psychosis, and eating disorders at the shorter bi-annual in-person assessments that will start with the year one follow-up. We chose to focus on externalizing, psychosis, and eating disorders at these shorter follow-ups given the evidence that parents are particularly important reporters for these behaviors in this age range, as compared to internalizing behaviors, where youth and parent report may start to diverge.

#### 4.3.1.2. Dimensional assessments {#sec0120}

We will ask the parents to report annually starting at baseline about the youth's behavior using the *Child Behavior Checklist* (CBCL) ([@bib0005]). In addition, as described below, we plan to collect youth self-report using the *Youth Self-Report* (YSR) ([@bib0005]) starting when the participant is age 12, and to also collect teacher reports using the *Brief Problem Monitor* (BPM-T). The CBCL, YSR, and BPM-T are quantitative questionnaires that are normed by sex, age, informant and ethnicity. These same questionnaires have been used as phenotypic measures of normative brain-behavioral development correlations for anxiety, inattention, aggression, externalizing and internalizing behavior in the NIH Normal Brain Development study ([@bib0145], [@bib0150], [@bib0155], [@bib0015], [@bib0010]). The forms are also used in the Generation R study of 10,000 typically developing Dutch Children who have been followed from birth and are currently the same age as the ABCD study population ([@bib0650]). In Generation R, imaging, genomic and epigenomic data have all been collected and can be used for across study comparisons between the two studies ([@bib0155]). These computerized measures have been made available for free to the ABCD Consortium through the generosity of Thomas Achenbach. As described below, parents will be asked to complete CBCL at each in-person assessment (i.e., yearly).

#### 4.3.1.3. Mania {#sec0125}

Substance use disorders and bipolar disorder are frequently comorbid, although the mechanisms responsible for their co-occurrence remain unresolved ([@bib0615], [@bib0570], [@bib0400]). Moreover, there is clear evidence that heavy substance involvement complicates the course of bipolar disorder ([@bib0620]). Critically, this comorbidity is not limited to adulthood; evidence suggests that bipolar disorder in adolescence is associated with risk for the onset of substance use disorders and tobacco use and that this increased risk is not dependent upon co-occurring conduct disorder ([@bib0705], [@bib0710]). Consequently, for those interested in the etiology of substance use disorders, symptoms of bipolar disorder represent an important risk domain to assess in youth. While bipolar disorder is one of the disorders assessed in the parent version of the KSADS-5, syndromal diagnosis may be relatively insensitive to lower-level symptomatology that, nonetheless, has etiological significance for early onset substance use and substance use disorders. Thus, we also assess dimensional mania symptoms ([@bib0570]) using the ten-item Mania Scale ([@bib0730]) derived from the 73-item Parent General Behavior Inventory (PGBI) for Children and Adolescents ([@bib0725]), which itself is an adaption of the adult form originally developed by Depue and colleagues ([@bib0120]). In deriving this short form, Youngstrom and colleagues identified the PGBI items that loaded on a factor largely composed of items reflecting hypomania and biphasic symptoms (i.e., reflecting bipolar variability in mood and behavior) and that best discriminated participants with and without bipolar spectrum diagnoses. The resulting 10-item scale correlated highly (*r* = 0.95) with the 28-item factor scale that reflected biphasic and manic symptoms, and had excellent internal consistency (α = 0.92). Additionally, the ten-item Mania scale was able to discriminate among diagnostic groups with different mood disorders, ADHD, and unaffected youth. Thus, the Mania scale provides resolution of the relatively lower end bipolarity that is likely to be missed by syndromal diagnosis and provides a graded assessment of bipolarity that complements our other assessments in the psychopathology domain. As described below, parents will be asked to complete the 10-item Mania Scale at each in-person assessment (i.e., yearly).

### 4.3.2. Youth report {#sec0130}

#### 4.3.2.1. Categorical assessment {#sec0135}

##### 4.3.2.1.1. KSADS-5 {#sec0140}

The youth version of the KSADS-5 was originally conceived of as being used in children 12 and older. However, Dr. Kaufman's experience suggests that the youth version can work well in youth starting at age 9--10 if they have research assessment staff support (Kaufman, 2015, personal communication). Thus, we chose to also ask the youth to provide self-reports in selected mental health domains. We did this for three reasons. First, there is evidence that parent and youth report start to diverge in early adolescence ([@bib0225], [@bib0175], [@bib0535], [@bib0540]), with some evidence for worse agreement for internalizing compared to externalizing disorders ([@bib0525], [@bib0225], [@bib0180], [@bib0540]), though not always ([@bib0680]). Second, there is evidence that parent's own depression and anxiety can color their reports of their children's level of depression and anxiety ([@bib0540]). Third, there is also evidence that youth report may have predictive utility over and above parent report in at least some domains ([@bib0585], [@bib0590], [@bib0540]). Based on the literature described above, we have children provide self-reports about mood disorders, separation anxiety, social anxiety, generalized anxiety, sleep and suicidality. We have trained the ABCD research assistants to support the youth in completion of the KSADS-5, with guidance from Dr. Kaufman and ongoing WEBEX trainings with both Dr. Deanna Barch and Dr. Sandra Brown. Of note, each site has a detailed protocol in place to address parent or youth reports of self-harm, suicidal ideation, or suicidal behavior. The KSADS-5 also provides an assessment of mental health treatment history as well as learning disability and other special education services. As described below, the youth will be asked to complete the suicidality section of the KSADS-5 at the shorter bi-annual in-person assessments that will start with the year one follow-up, but will not be asked to complete the other sections at these shorter assessments due to time constraints. However, in subsequent years, the youth will be asked to complete the additional modules on the KSADS-5 at the longer bi-annual assessments that include imaging, with the potential inclusion of additional KSADS-5 modules as is developmentally appropriate as the youth ages.

#### 4.3.2.2. Dimensional assessments {#sec0145}

##### 4.3.2.2.1. Psychosis {#sec0150}

Over the past ten years, the literature has seen much discussion and debate over the relationship between the onset of psychotic symptoms and cannabis use. The two countervailing positions are, on the one hand, that preclinical indicators of psychosis predispose individuals to cannabis use ([@bib0395]), and, on the other hand, that cannabis use increases risk for psychosis ([@bib0380], [@bib0445], [@bib0405]). There is data from prospective studies to suggest that cannabis use maybe a risk factor for psychosis emergence ([@bib0445]). However, further data to address this question are needed, developmental data on brain structure and function that might elucidate causal pathways. The psychosis assessment in the KSADS-5 focuses on diagnostic symptoms, and may miss the subtler prodromal psychosis risk phenotypes. The full range of diagnostic and prodromal psychosis phenotype indicators may be important in understanding this relationship vis-a-vis substance use predictors and outcomes. Thus, we are supplementing the parent report on KSADS-5 with youth report on the Prodromal Questionnaire Brief Version (PQ-B)([@bib0415], [@bib0425], [@bib0420], [@bib0285], [@bib0645]) (annually) modified for use in children in our age range by Dr. Rachel Loewy and colleagues. The PQ-B shows good internal reliability ([@bib0185], [@bib0720]) and convergent validity with clinician-measured assessment of psychosis risk symptoms ([@bib0420], [@bib0365]). The inclusion of an assessment of subclinical manifestations of psychosis will aid in addressing questions about the degree to which early experience of psychosis predict use of substances, versus substances eliciting and/or worsening experiences of psychosis. As noted below, the youth will be asked to self-report on psychosis at each in-person assessment (i.e., yearly).

##### 4.3.2.2.2. Impulsivity {#sec0155}

There is an intimate relationship between personality, mental health and substance involvement that is highly multifaceted and complex ([@bib0410]). Those traits that are most related to substance involvement (and externalizing behavior more generally) throughout the life span are those that are sometimes termed "impulsivity." However, rather than referring to a single trait or even 'supertrait," psychometric research has revealed the various impulsivity traits represent distinct constructs. These constructs vary dramatically with respect to the degree they reflect differing higher-order traits such as those indexed by Big Three or Big Five models of personality (e.g., [@bib0135], [@bib0210], [@bib0745], [@bib0300]). Importantly, Whiteside and Lynam ([@bib0695]) were able to identify four unique dimensions of impulsivity that could be interpreted as reflecting (lack of) premeditation (e.g., not thinking before acting), urgency (e.g., acting without thinking *when upset,* difficulty controlling emotions), sensation seeking, and (lack of) perseverance (e.g., giving up easily). On the basis of these analyses, Whiteside et al. ([@bib0700]) developed the four-factor scale of impulsivity entitled the UPPS (for urgency, perseverance, premeditation, and sensation seeking) Impulsive Behavior Scale. Based on evidence suggesting that the construct of urgency could be further broken down into two types(i.e., negative affect and positive affect) ([@bib0105]), the UPPS was revised to include both a measure of positive and of negative urgency, the 59 item UPPS-P ([@bib0110]).

A youth version consisting of 40-items covering the UPPS-P dimensions was subsequently developed ([@bib0740]). However, given the participant burden at baseline, we did not feel we could include the entire 40-item version. Consequently, we reached out to one of the co-developers of the youth version of the UPPS-P, Greg Smith, who was conducting a longitudinal study of the UPPS-P beginning with children of the approximate ABCD baseline age (5th grade students). For optimal properties in this longitudinal ABCD study, Smith recommended that we maintain compatibility with the short form developed by Lynam ([@bib0435]) for adults to the extent possible. Smith then undertook a series of analyses on his cohort of over 1900 subjects studied over three years (Smith, unpublished communication, 2014). Specifically, he used Lynam's exact short scales for negative urgency, lack of perseverance, and sensation seeking. For lack of planning, the child version only had 2 of the 4 items he used. For positive urgency, the child form had 3 of the 4 items he used. For lack of planning and positive urgency, Smith examined the internal consistency and corrected item-total correlations for all 8 items on the Lynam ([@bib0435]) scale at 3 different waves of data: wave 1 (spring, 5th grade, when the kids were 10--11), wave 5 (spring, 7th grade), and wave 7 (spring, 8th grade). In all cases, the [@bib0435] short scales looked adequate (given the short-form format with 4 items/scale) with the exception for lack of perseverance at ages 10--11 (α = 0.46; alpha increased to 0.68 by 7th grade). For lack of planning, Smith added two items with the highest corrected item-total correlations within that scale. For positive urgency, one item with the highest corrected item-total correlation was added to the scale. Using this approach, we developed a 20-item youth short version of the UPPS-P that maintained the response format of the original child version, and most of the children's items that overlapped with the adult short form. The strategy that we adopted allows us to have reasonable harmonization of data obtained by other groups using the full-length child version and help us transition to the adult short form as our children become adolescents. Preliminary analyses based on the first 1167 ABCD participants showed reasonable internal consistency for negative urgency (0.65), positive urgency (0.77), lack of perseverance (0.67), and lack of planning (0.73) but relatively poor internal consistency for sensation seeking (0.49). We anticipate asking the youth to repeat self-report on the UPPS every two years at the longer bi-annual in-person assessment.

##### 4.3.2.2.3. Behavioral inhibition and behavioral activation {#sec0160}

Closely related to the concept of impulsivity are psychobiological models of behavior that focus on two broad motivational systems, the behavioral activation system (BAS) and the behavioral inhibition system (BIS). As described by Gray ([@bib0220]), the BIS is sensitive to signals of punishment, signals of nonreward, novel stimuli, and "innate fear stimuli" which results in behavioral inhibition (e.g., passive avoidance), increased arousal and increased attention. In contrast, the BAS is sensitive to a range of positive reinforcers and the absence of punishment and is associated with a range of positive emotions and approach behavior. Both of these systems, in tandem, guide ongoing, motivated behavior and are hypothesized to be associated with distinct neurocircuitry and neurotransmitter systems. Importantly, there are considerable individual differences in the strength of these systems. To quantify trait-like individual variation in the strength of these trait-like strength of these systems, Carver and White ([@bib0075]) developed a 24 item scale (including filler items) to assess three facets of behavioral activation: Drive (intensity of goal directed behavior; 4 items, α = 0.76), Fun seeking (enjoyment for its own sake, spontaneity; 4 items, α = 0.66), and Reward Responsiveness (excitement over reinforcing outcomes; 5 items, α = 0.73) and Behavioral Inhibition (e.g., worry, fearfulness; 7 items, α = 0.74). (Note that four items of the original scale were unscored filler items.) Since the initial publication of the scale, it has been translated in multiple languages and has been used in numerous studies. Of particular relevance to ABCD, BAS subscale scores have been associated with substance use and addiction, including Reward Responsiveness ([@bib0320], [@bib0305], [@bib0505], [@bib0235], [@bib0625], [@bib0715]), Drive ([@bib0430], [@bib0190], [@bib0345], [@bib0665], [@bib0625]), and Fun Seeking ([@bib0430], [@bib0305], [@bib0190], [@bib0235], [@bib0345], [@bib0625], [@bib0715]).

Pagliaccio et al.'s ([@bib0500]) abridged version of the BIS/BAS scale for youth and adults shortens the BIS and BAS Reward Responsiveness subscales and eliminates the Fun seeking subscale. However, we chose to retain BAS Fun as it is a reliable predictor of substance involvement in older samples. Preliminary analyses on the first 1167 ABCD participants yield alphas for the resulting scales were BIS (.66), BAS-Drive (.78), BAS Reward responsiveness (.62), and BAS FUN (.64). We anticipate asking the youth to repeat self-report on the BIS-BAS every two years at the longer bi-annual in-person assessment.

##### 4.3.2.2.4. Psychopathology and function {#sec0165}

As described above, we will start to collect dimensional assessments of psychopathology and function from the youth using the *Youth Self-Report* (YSR) ([@bib0005]) starting when the participant is age 12.

4.4. Parent mental health and personality {#sec0170}
-----------------------------------------

### 4.4.1. Family history of psychopathology {#sec0175}

Establishing participants' biological family history was deemed critical for two reasons. First, biological family history of substance use disorders is a robust risk factor for the development of substance use disorder ([@bib0100], [@bib0600]). Biometric modeling of twin data demonstrates that most of this liability is genetic that is shared across the externalizing spectrum (including alcohol use disorder, substance use disorder, and antisocial personality disorder) but with each disorder having disorder unique genetic influence beyond the general genetic influence on externalizing ([@bib0390], [@bib0340], [@bib0255]). Second, this family history of substance use disorders appears to relate to neurocognitive deficits prior to exposure to addictive drugs ([@bib0035], [@bib0515], [@bib0200], [@bib0280]). In addition, some data indicate that family history represents a vulnerability factor for substance-related brain damage ([@bib0635]). Thus, characterizing family history of ABCD participants not only provides information on which subjects are likely to go on to become substance involved but also helps to characterize individual differences in etiologically relevant neurocognitive functions and, potentially, vulnerability to further substance-induced brain damage given a specific level of drug exposure. While direct interview of all members of a pedigree is desirable, cost and logistics preclude this option in most assessments of family history. The "family history method," where one or more informants provide information as to the presence/absence of symptoms of various disorders of multiple family members, is the most commonly employed approach to assessing family. Although this approach is known to have relatively low diagnostic sensitivity as compared to direct assessment of relatives, specificity generally appears to be reasonable ([@bib0020], [@bib0530]).

In ABCD we employed a version of the Family History Assessment Module Screener (FHAM-S) ([@bib0530]) that was used in the National Consortium on Alcohol and Neurodevelopment in Adolescence (NCANDA) study (<http://www.ncanda.org/index.php>). In the ABCD FHAM-S version, we have parents report on the presence/absence of symptoms associated with alcohol use disorder, substance use disorder, depression, mania, psychosis, and antisocial personality disorder in all 1st and 2nd degree "blood relatives" of the youth. (That is, biological relatives including full and half-siblings, parents, grandparents, and aunts and uncles.) Characterizing each participant's pedigree in this way will allow us to characterize not only the family history of each participant with respect to each of the classes of disorder listed above but also to create alternative indices beyond simple global designations such as the presence or absence of a family history of a given disorder. This includes measures ranging from *continuous indices* of genetic risk such as family history density that considers the number of affected 1st and 2nd degree relatives in the pedigree (e.g. [@bib0605]) whether or not the family history is unileal or bilineal (i.e., matrilineal, patrilineal, or both) (e.g., [@bib0690]) or unigenerational (parental generation only) or multigenerational (i.e., parent and grandparent on one side) ([@bib0170]). Because some members of a pedigree are still moving through their period of risk for the disorders being assessed at the time of baseline assessment and because informants may only become aware of a problem in a relative following the baseline assessment, reassessment of family history may be useful at a future measurement occasion.

### 4.4.2. Self-Report of psychopathology {#sec0180}

We also ask the primary caretaker parent to complete the Adult Self Report ([@bib0005]) bi-annually. Thus, similar behavioral dimensions relevant to psychopathology will be captured in youth self-reports, parent reports of youth behavior, and parent self-reports, facilitating family-based study of psychopathology. If time permits at later assessments, we will ask parents to complete this self-report measure again. In addition, in a future assessment, we will ask the primary caretaker parent to complete the Adult Behavior Checklist ([@bib0005]) about the other parent.

4.5. Teacher reports {#sec0185}
--------------------

To provide converging evidence about the youth's behavior, we ask families to give permission to allow us to ask their youth's teacher to complete the Brief Problem Monitor − Teacher Form ([@bib0005]) at each assessment wave. We chose the Brief Problem Monitor instead of the longer Teacher Report Form to reduce burden on teachers (see [Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}).

5. Six-month phone assessments {#sec0190}
==============================

The ABCD study is also conducting very brief assessments of the child over the phone approximately half-way between each in-person assessment (i.e., six-month phone assessment). In addition to assessments of substance use, we also use the Brief Problem Monitor ([@bib0005]) from the Achenbach system as a very brief measure of current dimensional psychopathology from the youth's perspective. However, in order to have the assessment include evaluation of positive affect as well as problem behavior, we also administer the positive affective items from the NIH Toolbox Battery ([@bib0195], [@bib0550]) to the youth.

6. One year follow-up in-person assessments {#sec0195}
===========================================

Both parents and children are asked to return for an in-person assessment every year of the study. A longer assessment battery, similar to the baseline battery, will be administered every two years. In the intervening years we are administering a shorter battery that last approximately 2--3 h in total. We reassess all aspects of the demographic questionnaire that could change across time.

For physical health, we assess updates to the medical history and head injury assessment since the child was last seen, as well as current medications, using modifications of the same measures completed at baseline. We also added a brief parent assessment of the youth's nutritional status. We also again assess pubertal development and menstrual status from both parent and youth using the same instruments as at baseline. As noted above, we also ask both the parent and youth a number of additional questions about the youth's gender identity. We also again ask parents about their child's involvement in sports and activities with a modification of the same instrument used at baseline. The modification focuses on sports and activities in which their child has been involved since their last in-person assessments. We again have the parent and youth report on the youth's use of visual media. Finally, we reacquire all anthropometric assessments in children to continue to plot their growth curves.

For mental health, we have the parents again complete a subset of the KSADS-5 modules (externalizing, eating disorders, and psychosis), the Child Behavior Checklist and the 10-item mania scale from the P-GBI. In addition, we are further assessing autism spectrum symptoms. The KSADS-5 includes assessment of autism spectrum symptoms. However, like psychosis, the assessment focuses on full-blown symptoms that likely miss the subtler autism spectrum indicators. Thus, we included the brief Social Responsiveness Scale ([@bib0520]) at the first annual assessment as a dimensional assessment of autism spectrum traits from the parent perspective. For the Youth, we have them complete the suicide questions from the KSADS-5 to ensure continuity in assessment of self-injury and suicidal thoughts and behaviors. We also have the child complete the same Brief Problem Monitor from the 6 month assessment ([@bib0005]) and the positive affect items from the NIH Toolbox. In addition, we added in a 7-item child report of mania called the 7-Up ([@bib0735]), and a 10-item delinquency scale so that we have youth as well as parent reports on these types of behaviors. The delinquency scale is a shortened version of the scale developed for use in the Causes and Correlated of Delinquency Program ([@bib0265], [@bib0640]). Lastly, at the one year assessment, we also begin administering the *Adverse Life Events Scale* ([@bib0655], [@bib0215]) from the PhenX collection asking for both parent and youth reports about events that the youth has experienced.

7. Summary {#sec0200}
==========

This article reports on the rationale and selection of measures for assessing demographics, physical health and mental health in the ABCD study. This battery is intended to address a comprehensive array of constructs relevant to both healthy and unhealthy brain and behavioral development in youth. It includes assessment from the perspective of the parent and the perspective of the youth, as well as teacher reports. Our belief is that this battery provides a foundational baseline assessment of the youth's current function, setting the stage to examine changes in their function over time, as well as assess a variety of factors that we believe may serve either as resilience markers that predict healthy development, or risk factors for later challenges associated with physical health, mental health, and substance use and abuse.
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